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The standard pairing formalism generates a Hamiltonian, diagonal in , quasi-particl~ space, whose expectation value can be expressed as follows:, (1) where the n k are the quasi-particles occupa ticm numbers, tJ. is the gap parameter which expresses the diffuseness of the Fermi surface due to the residual interaction, _Ek = Ek(a) are the single particle levels, A is the chemical The'gap parameter is usually determined by the condition:
= o (2) ,which is called the gap equation. Such a, condition, which requires (H) to be stationary with respect to tJ., is r~levant to physical situations where the static, br equilibri~ properties of a system are to be-determined.
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This is not the case when the quantum-mechanical penetration of a fission barrier. is considered. As was pointed out by Pauli and Ledergerber [1] , the penetration of a multidimensional barrier implies a dynamical motion whose semiclassical trajectory must be determined not by considering the potential energy only, but by applying a dynamical principle such as the least action principle.
It follows that, the application of the gap equation (2) to the problem of barrier pentrability is not appropriate and a new gap equation, defining the gap parameter in the framework of the more general dynamical problem, should be obtained.
The action integral for the problem of barrier penetration is:
where a is the deformation coordinate, a and b are classical turning points, B is the inertia associated with the coordinate a, V is the potential energy and E is the total energy. Suchan expression depends upon the gap parameter/::" through both the inert'ia B and the potential energy V.
The potential energy V can be identified with the expectation value of the pairing Hamiltonian expressed as a function both of the deformation a and of the gap parameter /::,.:
The dependence of (H) upon /::, . and a is now to, be determined. In order to approximate the dependence of (H) upon /::, . it lis useful to calculate the second derivative of (H) with respect to /::, . when/::,. = / : : , . , / : : , . being the stationary, value, 
If the single particle Hamiltonian is approximated by the uniform model, one obtains:
whereg is the total density-of the doubly degenerate signle particle levels inclusive of neutrons and protons.
The potential energy V(a) can be expressed in quadratic approximation as:
where Vo(a) lsthe "shape" of the barrier which corresponds to a value of I:. equal to its stationary value 1:.. Similarly the inertia, which can be obtained by the -0 cr~ing model, is given, for the
uniform model, by the expression:
In ,order to correct the limiting form of this equation at.large 1:., the following expression can be postulated:
where S is the irrotational limit of the inertia.
By substituting (9) and (7) in ,(3) one obtains:
The least -action principle requires that the integral S be an extremum, namely Since in order to obtain eq. (12) S has been set equal to zero, the gap parameter glven by (12) is somewhat overestimated. still, one can see that the effect is indeed very large. By using the follOWing round numbers: * -
Again, by using the above mentioned parameters, it appears that, the deeper the system dives into the barrier, the more the effective barrier is reduced: in In fig. 2 , the effective potential energy is. shown as a function of deformation. with that calculated by means of eq., (10). Therefore, it is concluded that eq. (12) and eq. (13) 
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